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Description 
The module allows you to offer and manage quotes from the backend of the Magento® store. By customer request an 
offer can be created and sent by email. The order gets the status: quotation has been sent. After approval of the 
quotation or after payment of the customer the order can be handled as normal. 

Installation 
The installation is the same as for any other module in Magento.  

1. Decompress the module right in the root of your Magento installation. 
2. Clear Magento cache. 
3. If you have the compiler enabled, you will have to run the compilation process. 
4. You might need to logout and login again in the backend. 

The module will add a new section in System > Configuration to configure your settings for the module. 

Configuration 
Go to System > Configuration. The order quotation can be found under the Young-dogs header in the left sidebar.  

 

Enable: Enables/Disables the module  
Template for transactional email: Here you can choose the template to be used for the Quotation 

emails sent to the customer  
Send copy (BCC) of quotations: Enter here a valid email address where a BCC email of quotation mail 

should be sent to. 
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Usage 

How to create and send  an quotation from your Magento backend:  
1. Go to Sales->Orders and click on Create New Order 
2. Chose the Store, for the right language settings  
3. Chose a customer or create a new one 
4. Fill in the required data (products, billing and shipping addresses, payment and shipping methods, etc…), just 

like for a normal order. 
5. Once the necessary data is filled in, you have two options: 

 
OPTION 1 (Submit Quotation): 
By clicking on the button “Submit Quotation” in the upper right corner, Magento will create a quotation in the 
backend and send it via email to the client. This Quotation will appear in the order grid with the status 
“Quotation sent”. 
 
OPTION 2 (Create Quotation): 
By clicking on the button “Create Quotation” in the upper right corner, Magento will just create a quotation in 
the backend. No email will be sent to the customer.  You can see this quotation in the order grid with the status 
“Quotation sent”. 

How to transform a Quotation into an order: 
1. Go to Sales->Orders and select the Quotation you want to transform 
2. In the massive actions dropdown select “Convert quotation to order” and confirm with the “Submit” Button  
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This will transform the quotation into an order with the Status “Pending” and send a normal order confirmation to the 
customer.  

 


